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Abstract 

Agritourism, as a form of economic activity, has an important multifunctional meaning in the socio-economic 
position of micro and small agricultural entrepreneurs as well as in local, regional and national economic 

development. Internally, creative and innovative agritourism products based on comparative differences are 

recognized by the tourism demand as new adventures and experiences. At the same time, externally the 
pandemic and economic crises are reducing the mobility of the population, which makes agritourism a more 

attractive choice compared to some remote and more expensive destinations. The dynamics of life, complexity 

of work and a lack of time to rest are influencing the growth in demand for shorter, closer and more frequent 
trips and excursions. The aim of this paper is making guidelines, as entrepreneurial opportunities based on 

comparative advantages, for the creation of agritourism products which arise by differentiation. The guidelines 

for the differentiation of agritourism products arise under the influence of  the growth in demand in the tourism 
market, which has changed under the influence of dynamic processes of socio-economic development. Demand 

has been transformed from a rustic scheme into: 1) Multifunctional 2) Multidiversified, 3) Mobile and 4) 

Modern → 4M scheme, and therefore adjustments to the agritourism offer are necessary. The process of 
differentiation creates products that are different from the competitions. This research contributes to the design 

of guidelines in the development of agritourism products which implies the application of creativity, innovation 

and entrepreneurship based on the endogenous resources of the destination and its comparative advantages. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The differentiation of agritourism products is a process in which agrarian entrepreneurs 

strive to achieve a comparative advantage or create a superior product compared to other 

alternatives in the tourism market. The purpose of the differentiation process is not only 

to create a difference in relation to other similar products, but also to be superior - above 

the existing competition. The task is to design differences in products so that they stand 

out in the tourism market where there are many competitors. The goal of offering such 

products is to show the potential service users that they can get something different that 

others cannot offer and to explain why the product is more valuable than the others. 

Product differentiation is an integral part of the differentiation strategy that creates 

products different from competitors, market recognizable and as such are in the function 

of sustainability of both products and business. In addition to this primary task, product 

differentiation transforms product attributes into comparative advantages that attract the 

attention of customers and are a prerequisite for reusing the service, thus building the 

foundations for loyalty and price growth. That is why it is necessary to activate the 

differentiation procedures based on the endogenous resources of the destination and its 

comparative advantages with the application of creativity, innovation and 

entrepreneurship. 

 



2. MATERIAL AND METHODS 

The aim of this paper is to review the guidelines, as entrepreneurial opportunities based 

on comparative advantages, for the creation of agritourism products that are created by 

differentiation procedures. In the realization of this aim, relevant and recent scientific 

papers were used in which the results of research related to experiences in the 

development of agritourism were presented. The paper points out the guidelines in the 

development of differentiated forms of agritourism products and services. By reviewing 

scientific papers, selecting and analysing available scientific research, guidelines were 

developed in response to the scientific question - how to create innovative agritourism 

products. Scientifically based summarization of the content of selected literature led to 

conclusions that represent objective evidence applicable in practice. 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Creating innovative products contributes to the sustainable development of agritourism, 

as well as local, regional and national economic development. The growth of agritourism 

efficiency is directly related to the creation of new jobs, especially for young 

entrepreneurs in rural areas. 

In their research, the authors confirm that farm tourism contributes to a more efficient 

use of labour (Fleischer and Tchethik 2005). Valdiva and Barbieri (2014) note that 

agritourism is a form of adaptation strategy that makes it easier for farms to capitalize on 

natural, agricultural, cultural and social resources that invest in long-term economic 

sustainability. Agritourism is a market mechanism for encouraging and rewarding 

farmers who in this way protect the environment, preserve the diversity of plant cultures 

(Germplasma) and the genetic potential of indigenous breeds. Broccardo et. al. (2017) 

sought to explore the key success factors of the Italian agritourism business model - 

structure, social and economic characteristics, and integration with the sustainability 

approach. Agritourism, according to their knowledge, contributes to sustainable rural 

development with beneficial effects on the environment, society, agricultural heritage 

and economic development. Zasada (2011) points out that under the pressure of urban 

areas, rural areas are also changing, so agriculture is responding to these changes. Urban 

demand for rural goods and services is a driver of adaptation and the growing importance 

of multifunctional agriculture in peri-urban areas as a phenomenon that uses 

diversification to benefit the ecological, social and economic functions of agriculture. 

Pitrova et. al. (2020) look for alternative and additional sources of farm income that are 

primarily engaged in livestock production and they find them in agritourism. By applying 

the diversification strategy, new uses of the economy's resources are found - facilities, 

equipment, labour and their conversion into processing or agritourism facilities. They 

conclude that diversification in agritourism brings economic benefits even in the 

conditions of isolation due to coronavirus, even more so than the From farm to table 

strategy. Schilling et. al. (2014) as a result of the analysis of agritourism impact on farm 

profitability, it was found that agritourism has a statistically significant and positive 

effect on profitability, especially on small family farms. As farms grow the effects of 

profits are diminishing. 



The geographical distribution of agritourism farms depends on many exogenous factors, 

most notably Fanelli and Romagnoli (2021) who have studied the factors influencing the 

agglomeration of agritourism farms and the concentration of agritourism products 

according to the division into northern, central and southern Italy. They found that the 

living standard of the population, transport infrastructure and a high level of urbanization 

have a positive effect on the agglomeration. The analysis has showed that the 

geographical concentration depends on local determinants and the internal organization 

of agritourism farms and agritourism products that they offer. Furthermore, (Tew and 

Barbieri 2012; Gao et al. 2014) argue that concentration varies depending on transport 

connections, natural attractions, historical and cultural resources, and recreational 

activities. Innovation and creativity in designing an agritourism product are found by 

Deže et. al. (2018) and note how agritourism can offer an innovative tourism product 

based on indigenous-traditional-gastronomic elements that will ensure its regional 

recognition in the global tourism market. The significance of the regional recognizability 

of autochthonous products through the gastronomic offer was researched through the 

offer and demand on the tourist market of Slavonia. The best results were found to be 

expressed by average values in the supply segment through the links between 

gastronomic offer and geographical area, although the greatest variability was found in 

responses related to product promotion through technology and product story. Tourist 

demand is the initial factor in the transformation of supply that needs to be adjusted in 

accordance with consumer preferences. The target market is a source of agritourism 

demand and as such offers relevant information on what, where, when and how is it most 

valuable to customers. Due to the exceptional importance of agritourism demand, the 

authors Ohe and Ciani (2012) analyse the demand for agritourism and identify two main 

drivers of demand growth: national (domestic) and international (European) demand. 

They point to the availability of agritourism products, transport infrastructure and the 

introduction of a common European currency as obstacles to demand growth. According 

to Hendija (2015) the preferences of tourism market consumers influence the 

transformation of tourism from 3S over 6E to the 4M form. Visitors, excursionists and 

other tourists already have larger requirements, needs and expectations from tourism 

services. In the 4M form, multi-diversification stands out, which implies an individual 

approach opposite to mass tourism and the experience of the autochthonous and regional 

identity of the destination. It is these specifics that can be offered to agritourism services. 

Such research and its results are important because of entrepreneurial initiatives to 

increase the value of agritourism products. This paper seeks to answer questions 

regarding the recognition of guidelines for adjusting the business of agritourism farms. 

Improving various activities has increased the value for tourists visiting agritourism 

farms. It is the strengthening of activities that is a prerequisite for the differentiation of 

agritourism products. Since this is an assumption, a number of new questions arise - 

whether such differentiations of activities can contribute to strengthening the 

competitiveness and sustainability of agritourism products. The initiative for discussion 

and answers can be found in the generational transformations of tourist demand: 

The comparative advantages of agritourism products arise from additional activities that 

create value for them. In addition to natural and social attractions, such accompanying 

activities have a synergistic effect and create a higher level of value for guests of 

agritourism farms, which they more clearly and intensively recognize. In this way, the 

geographical identity of rural areas, which represents the unity of cultural heritage, 



enogastronomic experience and landscape biodiversity, is lost, but by connecting in the 

value chain, it contributes to strengthening the connection between agriculture and 

tourism, sustainability and competitiveness. 

Figures 1. Segmentation of market potentials based on generational attributes 

 

Source: author's work according to Morales-Zamorano et. al. (2020) and 

https://www.racunalo.com/baby-boom-generacija-x-y-z   

Farms that diversify in the tourism industry need to recognize and use entrepreneurial 

opportunities to improve the value of agritourism products through additional activities. 

A tourist product generally means a form of service, and if it is performed on an 

agricultural holding that connects agricultural production with service activities in 

tourism in a rural area, it is an agritourism product. The success of an agritourism product 

depends on the level of its value to tourists in the offer of competing products. In fact, 

each location and each economy has its own unique, potential elements for creating new 

value on the basis of which they can generate equally unique comparative advantages on 

the road to competitiveness. 

Competitive advantage (Porter, 1985) is achieved by improving the value chain through 

a better organization of activities in order to achieve optimization - cost reduction and / 

or coordination of activities within the chain to rationalize time and resources. Morales-

Zamorano et. al. (2020) conducted a research in order to link in the value chain of 

agritourism products that enable the attractiveness of the tourist offer. During the 

research, products that represented tourist attractions were identified, ie groups of basic 

and accompanying activities that create value in the chain of agritourism offer were 

described. It can be concluded that the success of agritourism depends first on the 

differentiation of agritourism products, and secondly, in access to new markets and the 

connection between the first and the second. 

  

Tourist services with an emphasis 
on Health and Safety

Generation "Z" (born after 1995)

Entertainment, food and recreation

Generation "Y" (1981-1995)

Acquiring new knowledge and fun

Generation "X" (1961-1980)

Interest in the unknown, food

Baby Boomers Generation (1946-1960)

Health and food

In the beginning:

Undifferentiated products for children and young people
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Table 1. Destination value chain in agritourism 

 

 

▪ Public-private 

relationships 
▪ Institutional 

coordination 

▪ Raise public 

awareness 
▪ Friendly attitude 

towards the tourist 

▪ Improvement and 

enhancement of 
resources 

▪ Environmental 

improvement 

▪ Telephone networks 

and internet 
connection 

▪ Destination planning 

▪ Ground uses 

▪ Improvement of 

skills and 

knowledge of 

workers 

▪ Use of new markets 

and segments 

▪ Market research 

▪ Public transport 

▪ Infrastructure, 
electricity, drinking 

water, waste 

management 
▪ Signalling 

▪ Creation of jobs ▪ Quality systems ▪ Computerized 

reservation systems 

Destination planning 

and infrastructure 

Human resource 

management 

Resource and product 

development 

Technology and 

information systems 

SUPPORT ACTIVITIES - DIFFERENTIATION 

▪ Routes and 
circuits tours 

and routes, 

▪ Marketing 
materials, 

▪ Tour packages, 

▪ Resource 
interpretation. 

▪ Consumer 
advertising, 

▪ Tourism fairs 

and workshops, 
▪ Familiarization 

trips, 

▪ Relationship 
with the 

communication 

media, 

▪ Relationship 

with 

intermediaries 
and tour 

operators. 

▪ Reception and 
transport service 

▪ Taxes devolution 

▪ Formalities of 
entry/exit 

▪ Baggage 

handling 
▪ Security 

▪ Visitors center 
accommodation, 

▪ Gastronomy, 

▪ Tours and 
itineraries, 

▪ Recreational 

activities, 
▪ Rent a car, 

▪ Tourist 

information. 

 

 

 

▪ Management of 
information 

obtained, 

▪ Databases, 
▪ Sources 

customer 

tracking, 
▪ Industry 

feedback. 

Product creation Promotion Internal logistics Destination services Post-sale services 

PRIMARY ACTIVITIES 

Source: author's work adapted of Morales-Zamorano et. al. (2020) 

Particular emphasis is placed on the development of human resources abilities and skills 

involved in all links of the value chain. It’s necessary to continuously improve the quality 

of services and monitor the tourist satisfaction by following their ideas and suggestions. 

It is important to know that cultural and natural heritage are just a generator of values in 

a complex system based on the input energy of human resources and teamwork, so that 

is why the development of entrepreneurial knowledge, skills and abilities is necessary to 

achieve new values. 

Broccardo et. al. (2017) call the agritourism business a phenomenon that bases its success 

on the offer of complementary agritourism products that are created by the action of 

human resources - families, especially women and employees on the agritourism farm. 

Dodana vrijednost VALUE ADDED 



In this regard, Hung (2014) confirms that the number and quality of human resources is 

a key factor in success in agritourism. In the continuation of his research Hung et. al. 

(2016) confirm that the quantity and quality of human resources are key success factors 

for medium and high-performance farms. The agritourism business model in general 

plays a key role in determining performance. Jensen (2014) explains how agritourism 

offers recreational and educational facilities on the farm and that diversification and 

expansion of activities can generate additional income. In their research, they discover 

potential barriers that affect the development and expansion of business. They recognize 

them in the education and management of employees who participate in development 

plans.  

The intensity of entrepreneurial activity may be related to gender motivation according 

to McGehee (2007) who researched gender motivation for agritourism entrepreneurship 

and found that women are more focused on cost-cutting activities than on income-

increasing activities preferred by their male partners. According to the results, women 

have a higher motivation for agritourism entrepreneurship, but not so significant as to 

influence its application. In an earlier period, McGehee (2004), in researching the 

dynamic nature of motivation for entrepreneurship in agritourism, distinguished between 

economic and sociocultural nature on farms for which agriculture was a secondary source 

of income. Socio-cultural motivation influenced the organization of picking one's own 

fruits, selling seedlings, horseback riding, children's educational programs, zoos and 

farm festivals. The importance of the entrepreneurial aspect in the development of 

agritourism is explained by Khazami and Lakner (2021) who emphasize the importance 

of the connection between social identity, social capital and functional competencies in 

the application of entrepreneurship in agritourism. It is social identity that represents the 

link between social capital and functional competencies that enable differentiations of 

agritourism products. Of course, the growth of added value of tourism products created 

by entrepreneurs requires some material investment, but first it requires a radical change 

in attitudes - from entrepreneurial identity based on the basic goal of starting and 

maintaining a business, through strengthening local communities and local entrepreneurs 

to the social identity of the entrepreneur that  are dynamically looking for the place and 

role of their business for the advancement of the entire social community, a socio-

entrepreneurial identity that is different from entrepreneurs who strive for profit. Steiner 

and Hoffmann (2012) present a taxonomy of diversification that arises from 

entrepreneurial creativity in agriculture, and argues that the direction of diversification 

depends on the active, creative and motivated entrepreneur, but also on location factors. 

In his research on taxonomy of diversification, Sudarić et. al. (2020) in the creative 

diversification of agriculture recognize different forms: horizontal, vertical, diagonal and 

passive diversification. Horizontal diversification of agricultural production implies the 

expansion of the production program and lines. Vertical diversification occurs through 

the processing and finalization of products. Diagonal is more complex by combining 

horizontal and vertical diversification and connecting production and service activities - 

agritourism. The last form of agricultural diversification is recognized as passive 

diversification, such as renting and leasing agricultural resources (land, facilities and 

machinery) to other legal entities. This form does not involve work activities with farm 

resources but on the contrary, resources are given to others for a certain fee. This form 

is important for the preservation of agricultural resources in rural areas but also for the 

existence of the rural population. 



Agritourism is a type of economic activity that is encouraged by the Rural Development 

Program (https://ruralnirazvoj.hr), sub-measure 6.2 - support for investment in starting 

non-agricultural activities in rural areas. In the following, sub-measure 6.4 finances the 

costs of differentiation of agritourism products in the context of the introduction of 

traditional and artistic crafts, production of souvenirs, services in rural areas, processing 

and marketing of agricultural products. At the same time, the United Nations Department 

of Economic and Social Affairs has defined 17 goals for sustainable development (SDG-

s), one of which is Promote sustained, inclusive and sustainable economic growth, full 

and productive employment and decent work for all. According to the guidelines of this 

goal, Strengthening National Capacities for Enhancing Micro, Small and Medium-sized 

Enterprise (MSME) the development of sustainability tourism are encouraged. 

All these proposed guidelines in the development of differentiated forms of agritourism 

products and services are supported by the European Regional Development Fund 

(ERDF) and Cohesion Fund which encourages the tourism industry, entrepreneurship 

and development of small and medium enterprises (SMEs) socio-economic sustainability 

and resilience of tourism regions. The support system encourages transformations in the 

sector that occur with the application of innovation. One of the goals is to exploit the full 

potential of culture and tourism for economic recovery with social inclusion and 

environmental and economic sustainability. 

The Cohesion Fund supports investments linking tourism, environmental protection and 

the construction of the Trans-European Transport Network (TEN-T), and projects 

(Interreg) that encourage European regional cooperation. The first goal of these 

European policies includes smart specialization, industrial transition and 

entrepreneurship in tourism, which is planned to be realized by supporting innovation in 

the sustainable development of regional culture, and increasing the competitiveness of 

small and medium-sized economic entities. The application of new digital services, 

products and solutions (example: digitization of cultural and historical heritage), then the 

development of skills for smart specialization are the basis of regional development.  

In addition to the advantages of differentiating agritourism products, it’s important to 

point out the disadvantages associated with additional pressure on producers in deciding 

which attribute could prove to be unique. Furthermore, product differentiation activities 

can increase the costs of both the service itself and marketing without at the same time 

securing an increase in revenue because it is uncertain whether customers will equally 

value the services uniqueness and originality. 

4. CONCLUSION 

The paper provides an overview of guidelines, as entrepreneurial opportunities based on 

comparative advantages on the farm, for the creation of agritourism products that are 

created by differentiation procedures. It is necessary to continuously improve the quality 

of services and monitor the satisfaction of tourists according to generational attributes, 

following their ideas and suggestions. It is important to know that cultural and natural 

heritage are just a generator of values in a complex system based on the input energy of 

human resources and teamwork. Therefore, the development of entrepreneurial 

knowledge, skills and abilities is necessary in order to achieve new values. The human 

potential is of particular importance which forms the basis of the value chain in all its 



parts. The paper emphasizes the role of human resources that represent the link between 

social capital and functional competencies that create differentiations of agritourism 

products. 
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Diferencijacija agroturističkih proizvoda – 

poduzetničke prilike na osnovu komparativnih prednosti 
 

Sažetak 

Agroturizam, kao oblik gospodarske aktivnosti, ima važan multifunkcionalni značaj kako u socio-

ekonomskom položaju mikro i malih agrarnih poduzetnika tako i u lokalnom, regionalnom i nacionalnom 
gospodarskom razvoju. Interno, kreativne i inovativne agroturističke proizvode zasnovane na komparativnim 

različitostima turistička potražnja prepoznaje kao nove doživljaje i iskustva. Istodobno, eksterno pandemija i 

ekonomske krize utječu na smanjivanje mobilnosti stanovništva što agroturizam čini atraktivnijim izborom u 
odnosu na udaljene i skuplje destinacije. Ubrzani tempo života, zahtjevnost obavljanja posla i sve manje 

dostupnog vremena za odmor utječu na rast potražnje za kraćim, bližim i češćim putovanjima i izletima.  

Cilj rada je načiniti pregled smjernica, kao poduzetničkih prilika na osnovu komparativnih prednosti, za 
kreiranje agroturističkih proizvoda koji nastaju postupcima diferencijacije. Smjernice za diferencijaciju 

agroturističkih proizvoda nastaju pod utjecajem potražnje na turističkom tržištu koja se promijenila u skladu s 

dinamičnim procesima društveno-gospodarskog razvoja. Potražnja se transformirala iz rustikalne sheme u: 1) 
Multifunkcionalu 2) Multidiversificiranu, 3) Mobilnu i 4) Modernu → 4M shemu, te su zbog toga neophodna 

prilagođavanja agroturističke ponude. Postupkom diferencijacije nastaju proizvodi različiti od konkurentskih. 

Ovo istraživanje doprinosi oblikovanju smjernica u razvoju agroturističkih proizvoda za što je neophodna 
primjena kreativnosti, inovativnosti i poduzetništva zasnovana na endogenim resursima destinacije i njezinim 

komparativnim prednostima. 

 

Ključne riječi: agroturizam, diferencijacija proizvoda, diversifikacija, poduzetništvo, konkurentnost 


